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Speir Innovations Statement to KXAN 

 
We are Speir Innovations, your number 1 locally grown solar company in the Texas Hill Country. Our 
company has installed over 1000 residential solar systems and commercial systems for companies such 
as HEB and Target. We strive to provide top quality solar systems and customer service to our fellow 
neighbors in Central Texas.  
 
Unfortunately, scammers in the area have people on high alert and are making it difficult for legitimate 
solar companies like ours to carry out our regular daily tasks. Just yesterday, a canvasser of ours went 
out on his normal daily routine. Wearing his branded Speir hat, his Speir shirt, with his Speir Innovations 
clip board he went out to do his job. Our script was repeated verbatim, as can be heard in the video, the 
same script that has been performed on roughly 350,000 doorsteps every year for the past 2 years.  
 
“Hello Maam, I’m coming around informing homeowners of PEC’s Net Metering Program” 
 
That was all it took for the homeowner, who works for PEC, to mistake our canvasser as someone posing 
as a PEC employee. Unfortunately, his face has already been aired for millions to see as a scammer, 
when in reality what was said and can be heard in the actual video footage, was that he was merely here 
to inform the customer about the net metering program available to them. 
 
These are the problems that local solar companies are facing as scammers enter the area. People are on 
high alert and understandably so. Being an employee of PEC, the homeowner was probably on even 
higher alert than most when she misunderstood the introduction that our canvasser had given. We do 
not blame her for misinterpreting what was said to her and we appreciate her trying to keep the 
scammers off the streets.  
 
We would like to applaud her for her efforts to fight scammers, however, we are not them. We are the 
local solar solution, offering quality solar systems at prices competitive to nationwide companies. Keep 
an eye out for us. We will be wearing blue Speir shirts with blue Speir hats and coming around to inform 
you about the options that your utility company has available for you.  
 
 
 


